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NORTH AMERICA

Improving your company’s D&O insurance coverage

by Sherilyn Pastor and Nicholas M. Insua | McCarter & English

THE TERMS OF Directors & Officers (D&O) insurance policies vary from insurer to insurer. As 
D&O provisions are often negotiable, this article addresses a few of the many ways policyholders can 
enhance their D&O coverage by being mindful of what the market has to offer.

SEC investigation
Some policies define the term ‘claim’ to encompass only civil, administrative and regulatory proceed-
ings; meaning, the policy may not cover investigations or it may expressly exclude investigations con-
ducted by the SEC. Some policies cover investigations, but only those “pending against an Insured 
Person” – that is, a natural person (not the covered corporate entity). Thus, SEC investigations may 
not be covered if there is no individual target. Still other policies define ‘claim’ broadly to include 
formal civil, criminal, administrative or regulatory proceedings or investigations, including those 
commenced by the filing or issuance of notice of charges, formal investigative order or similar docu-
ment identifying in writing an insured person or corporate entity. For such policies, the definition 
of ‘claim’ extends to SEC investigations of corporate entities (even those without named targets). To 
the extent a policyholder wants more expansive coverage for investigations, it is available.

Criminal proceedings
Some policies exclude coverage for criminal proceedings, while others offer reimbursement of 
defence costs only after the insured is found not guilty. Still other insurance policies define ‘covered 
claim’ to include criminal proceedings and allow advancement or reimbursement of defence expens-
es until any final adverse adjudication. Given the rise in government prosecutions and the significant 
costs associated with defending criminal matters, policyholders may wish to consider this broader 
coverage for criminal proceedings.

Improving the definition of ‘wrongful act’ 
Some D&O policies define covered ‘wrongful acts’ as any breach of duty, neglect, error, misstate-
ment, misleading statement, omission or act by a company’s officers and directors. Other policies, 
according to insurers, limit coverage to ‘negligent’ acts, error, omissions, and the like. Policyholders 
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should be mindful of restrictive definitions and should consider expanding the definition to include 
(if it does not already) ‘status’ claims – that is, claims that do not allege specific misconduct by an 
officer or director, but rather are made against the insured person solely based on their title and po-
sition.

Punitive damages
Some policies exclude punitive and treble damages. Other policies define ‘loss’ to encompass 
damages, judgments, and settlements, including punitive or exemplary damages ‘where insurable by 
law.’ Policies permitting reimbursement of punitive damage awards are more likely to be enforced 
when the policy also includes a ‘favoured jurisdiction’ provision. Such a provision requires the law 
of the jurisdiction most favourable to the insurability of punitive damages be applied (as some states 
find this coverage void against public policy). Indeed, some policies provide that if, “based on the 
written opinion of counsel for the Insured”, punitive damages are insurable under applicable law, 
the insurer “will not dispute the written opinion of counsel for the Insured”. At the time of renewal, 
consideration should be given to these policy improvements.

Severability provisions
Like other contracts, an insurer can seek to void its policy if it was obtained by fraud or misstate-
ment. Having a severability clause in the application and the policy may help limit an insurer’s ability 
to impute one insured’s knowledge of misstatements to others covered by the policy. In this regard, 
some policies provide that no statement in the application or knowledge possessed by one insured 
will be imputed to another insured; other policies permit the knowledge of those signing the applica-
tion to be imputed to others. Many policies, but not all, also offer severability provisions relating to 
the policies’ exclusions. Thus, the conduct of each insured will be viewed separately, such that where 
one ‘culpable’ insured’s conduct triggers an exclusion, that conduct will not be imputed to defeat all 
insureds’ coverage rights. At renewal, policyholders should consider the availability of these broader 
severability clauses.

Negotiating tips
Policyholders are best served when they understand their insurance needs and the coverage available 
in the market. When a policyholder can show an insurer those provisions other insurers are offering 
it may motivate the negotiating insurer to provide more favourable policy terms at a better price. 
Policyholders also should consider involving experienced insurance professionals and legal counsel 
to help them identify and obtain available D&O policy enhancements. 
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NORTH AMERICA

Dodd-Frank clawbacks and related insurance issues

by Victor Mustelier | Mintz, Levin, Cohn, Ferris, Glovsky and Popeo, P.C.

EXECUTIVES WITHIN THE reach of US regulators face exposure to claims seeking to ‘claw 
back’ their previous compensation. Both the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX) and Dodd-Frank 
Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (Dodd-Frank) authorise recovery of errone-
ously-awarded compensation, that is, ‘clawbacks’. Tailored insurance can potentially address this 
exposure.

Section 304 of SOX provides that if an issuer “is required to prepare an accounting restatement 
due to material noncompliance of the issuer, as a result of misconduct, with any financial report-
ing requirement under the securities laws,” the issuer’s CEO and CFO shall reimburse the issuer 
for any bonus or other incentive-based or equity-based compensation received, and any profits 
realised from the sale of the securities of the issuer, during the year following issuance of the 
original financial report. The law requires some misconduct but it need not be by the executive 
targeted for clawback action. The US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) is vested with 
the authority to claw back the previously-paid compensation. 

In 2010, the SEC successfully used Section 304 against Maynard Jenkins, the former CEO of 
CSK Auto Corporation. Although four other executives of the company were charged with civil 
and criminal wrongdoing in connection with the accounting fraud that occurred at CSK, Mr 
Jenkins himself was never personally charged with any wrongdoing. Nevertheless, he was the 
target of the SEC’s clawback action. The case, SEC v. Jenkins, No. CV 09-1510, was settled in 
November 2011 on Mr Jenkins’s return of US$2.8m of incentive-based compensation. Jenkins 
and other similar cases demonstrate the SEC’s willingness and ability to pursue no-fault claw-
backs. Further, the SEC has taken an aggressive position, with backing from the courts, against 
corporate indemnification of executives required to return previously-awarded compensation.

Adding to this, Section 954 of Dodd-Frank now provides, “in the event that the issuer is re-
quired to prepare an accounting restatement due to the material noncompliance of the issuer 
with any financial reporting requirement under the securities laws, the issuer will recover from 
any current or former executive officer of the issuer who received incentive based compensation 
(including stock options awarded as compensation) during the three-year period preceding the 
date on which the issuer is required to prepare an accounting restatement, based on the errone-
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ous data, in excess of what would have been paid to the executive officer under the accounting 
restatement.’’

The three-year clawback period under Dodd-Frank is longer than SOX’s single year. Further, 
Dodd-Frank does not require misconduct by anyone, and applies to all current and former execu-
tives – not just CEOs and CFOs. It is likely that the SEC would take the same aggressive stance 
against company indemnification for clawbacks under Dodd-Frank that it has taken under SOX 
and likely that the courts would back the SEC with regard to Dodd-Frank clawbacks too.

The marked increase in regulation over the last decade has been accompanied by an increase 
in the appetite of agencies like the SEC to take action against corporate executives individually. 
Headline cases like Rajat Gupta and Raj Raratnam illustrate the trend. Officers at organisations 
within the reach of American regulators need to insulate themselves insofar as possible from claw-
back liability.

Given the unavailability of corporate indemnification for clawback claims, directors and officers 
liability (D&O) insurance, insuring the individual (sometimes called ‘Side A’ coverage), may offer 
crucial protection for executive assets in the event of a clawback claim. But many D&O policies 
do not cover: (i) government investigations; (ii) fines or penalties; (iii) claims for fraud; (iv) claims 
for disgorgement of personal profits; or (v) claims made by one insured against another. Any of 
these exclusions might be asserted by the carrier as a bar to coverage for clawbacks under either 
SOX or Dodd-Frank. 

Recognising the need of corporate executives for protection from exposure to clawback liability, 
some insurers recently began to offer, and others are considering offering, ‘Side A’ D&O policies 
that may cover clawback claims under Section 304 of SOX and Section 954 of Dodd-Frank or 
at least the executive’s defence expenses related to such claims. Apparently in response to these 
new products, on 30 May the co-author of Dodd-Frank introduced a bill to prohibit insurance 
for clawbacks and civil money penalties. If passed into law, the bill would limit the availability of 
such coverage in some, but not all, cases. The law would allow insurance for the costs of defend-
ing clawback actions. Further, while it would apply to executives at banks and financial firms, it 
does not seem that the law would affect executives at other organisations. 

It is critical that executives involved with US organisations review their D&O policies to ensure 
that they are covered to the fullest extent allowable by law for clawback claims. In order to navi-
gate the legal uncertainties outlined above and obtain the maximum coverage permitted by law 
for clawback and other regulatory claims, executives should seek guidance from insurance counsel 
or an experienced commercial insurance broker. 
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NORTH AMERICA

Directors & Officers and corporate exposures in Canada

by Lyne Benoît and Eddie Fung | BFL CANADA Risk and Insurance Inc.

CANADA’S GEOGRAPHIC LANDSCAPE has been described as both beautiful and rugged 
and this figure of speech can be used to describe the impact of Bill 198 to directors & officers 
(D&O) liability exposures.  Prior to 2005 the high evidentiary burden imposed on the plaintiff’s 
bar resulted in few shareholder actions, but Bill 198 changed all that, enforcing continuous disclo-
sure obligations defined under the Ontario Securities Act (OSC) and similar provisions in other 
provincial securities acts.  Bill 198 was referred to as the Canadian Sarbanes-Oxley. 

Bill 198 has resulted in a surge in securities class actions filings in Canadian courts.  In 2011, 
nine of the 15 new cases were the result of Bill 198.  Since the advent of Bill 198, there have been 
35 cases. Canadian courts saw an average of eight new cases in each of the past four years.

To add to the growing trend of increasing Canadian D&O exposures, the Canadian Securities 
Administrators (CSA), the umbrella organisation of Canada’s provincial and territorial securities 
regulators, released their 2011 Enforcement Report and the  highlights of the concluded cases 
are that: (i) 66 cases involved illegal distributions – which represented the largest category of con-
cluded cases; (ii) 124 cases  involved a total of 237 individual and 128 companies that resulted in 
fines and administrative penalties of more than CAN$52m, nearly CAN$50m in restitution, com-
pensation and disgorgement, and jail sentences against eight individuals; (iii) 63 interim orders re-
stricting trading and/or freezing the assets were made against 109 individuals and 108 companies; 
(iv) 126 matters were commenced against a total of 231 individuals and 121 companies; (v) 47 of 
the 124 concluded cases were concluded by a contested hearing before a tribunal; and (vi) 31 cases 
were appealed – an increasing number.

Canada’s Corruption of Foreign Officials Act (1998) saw its most high profile case in 2011 
with the conviction and imposition of a CAN$9.5m fine against Niko Resources Ltd., based in 
Calgary, Alberta, due to bribery relating to its operations in Bangladesh. Immediately after the 
conviction, it was reported that the plaintiff’s bar began to examine and investigate the disclosure 
and stock option practices of Niko. Currently we are all looking at the Montreal-based SNC-
Lavalin, an engineering and construction firm with international contracts, following the scandal 
surrounding questionable payments to secure contracts in North Africa. A Toronto law firm has 
filed a CAN$1.5bn lawsuit on behalf of investors alleging the company’s directors are liable for 
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the firm’s stock losing 28 percent of its value because of the unfolding scandal.
 Canada’s other idiosyncratic statutory impact on D&O exposures is Bill C-45, commonly re-

ferred to as the ‘Westray Bill’, after the 1992 Westray coal mining disaster in Nova Scotia. Bill C-
45, which became law on 31 March 2004, added Section 217.1 to the Criminal Code to impose a 
duty on organisations and their representatives, who have authority to direct how others work or 
perform a task, to take reasonable steps to prevent bodily harm to persons performing the work 
or task, and to the public, arising from the work or task. Bill C-45 is expected to increase in ac-
tivity with the necessary resulting judicial interpretation to follow; to date there have been four 
cases where charges have been laid. Canadian D&O insurance policy language can be amended 
to provide an element of coverage to respond to Bill C-45 claims.

Bill C-45 and the Corruption of Foreign Officials Act are both federal laws that apply to all 
provinces. Bill 198 provides regulation of securities issued in Ontario. In Quebec the Autorité des 
marchés financiers regulates such activities and the other provinces have their own. Canada’s legal 
system is unique: Quebec is governed by civil law written into the Quebec Civil Code while the 
rest of Canada is governed by common law. When it comes to D&O liability insurance the main 
difference lies in the definition of ‘loss’ which includes defence costs.

Article 2503 of the Civil Code dictates that “Costs and expenses resulting from actions against 
the Insured, including those of the defence, and interest on the proceeds of the insurance are 
borne by the insurer over and above the proceeds of the insurance.” This difference is a major 
advantage to Quebec insureds when you consider the length of time a case may be in front of the 
courts and the total legal burden to defend such D&O claims. Everywhere else defence costs are 
not legislated to be excess of policy limits.

In addition to the exposure issues, the Canadian Revenue Agency (CRA), the taxation adminis-
trative body for Canada is enforcing compliance regulations for Canadian applicable insurances.  
Insurance applicable in Canada must be placed in Canada using Canadian-domiciled brokers, or 
risk audit and subsequent tax penalties which differs between provinces.

It is expected that the trend in increasing securities class actions in Canada and other regula-
tory enforcement will continue through 2012 and beyond.  Canada remains in the early growth 
stage in the class action bar, and the related success of class counsel and the attractiveness of the 
Canadian judicial environment for non-US investors and stocks seem to provide a favourable en-
vironment for an upward trend. 
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NORTH AMERICA

A trip to the international surety market

by Matthew J. Rosenberg | Rosenberg & Parker

IN THE LAST six to eight years the surety industry has seen meaningful growth outside of 
North America.  South America, Europe and Australia have emerged as more prominent surety 
bond users. These regions have shown a promising increase in the use of surety and could be 
hotbeds for surety companies in the coming years.

South America’s biggest surety boom is currently taking place in Brazil. As one of the BRICS 
nations, its exploding economy contributes to the growing trend of surety use there. In 2010, 
Brazil saw the value of surety premiums surpass R$727m (US$363m). In June 2011 Travelers (the 
largest surety company by written premium) acquired a 43 percent stake in J. Malucceli, the top 
writer of surety in Brazil.

Bonds in Brazil are on-default instruments, the most common types being bid, performance, 
advance payment, maintenance and judicial bonds. Contract bonds, including bid bonds, are gen-
erally written for a percentage of the contract amount and cost between 0.1 percent and 0.5 
percent of the contract amount. Commercial surety bonds usually run between 0.5 percent and 2 
percent of the bond amount. 

Colombia and Argentina are also seeing an increased use of surety bonds. In 2010, Colombia 
had US$323m worth of surety premiums and Argentina had just under US$200m. In these two 
countries, as well as Brazil, both the public and private sectors are showing an increase in surety 
use.

Parts of Europe are embracing surety as a solid alternative to bank letters of credit, particu-
larly now given the state of the banking industry. The total premium for the entire eurozone 
was around US$1.75bn in 2011. Italy is the front-runner there with a surety premium volume of 
US$700m in 2011. Bond language tends to be of an on-default orientation. Bid and performance 
bonds are quite common in Italy, and are usually mandatory for state and public submissions.

Right across the border from Italy, France is making inroads into the surety marketplace as well. 
The most prevalent types of bonds used in France are performance bonds. Warranty or reten-
tion bonds are also popular and their use helped to develop Europe’s bond market. Bid bonds are 
emerging but still uncommon. Bond amounts are typically in the amount of 10 percent of the 
contract price for performance bonds and up to that level for warranty or retention bonds. Expect 
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premiums in the range of 0.25 percent to 0.60 percent.
Germany has a unique contribution to the European surety marketplace; they use a type of 

bond called a craftsmansecurities bond. This bond guarantees payment to a subcontractor against 
the insolvency of the general contractor. Such a bond is mandatory if the subcontractor asks for 
it while the contract is underway. Germany also employs the more popular types of bonds seen 
around Europe – performance bonds and warranty or retention bonds. While bid bonds are on 
the upswing there, they are still seen rarely. Bonds in Germany are found in both the public and 
private sector. The surety premiums in 2011 reached US$550m. In most cases, the requirement 
is for an amount far less than the contract value, generally 10 percent to 20 percent for perform-
ance bonds. Premiums typically fall between 0.7 percent to 1.3 percent. 

While surety use can also be seen in other European countries including Poland, the UK and 
Spain, as well as Sweden, Austria and Norway, it has not equalled or overtaken the use of bank 
letters of credit.

Australia is a country that has been feared by surety companies in the past because of its on-
demand bond language requirements. Slowly, sureties are becoming more comfortable with 
the laws in Australia and are starting to explore opportunities down under. Similarly to Brazil, 
Australia’s strong economy has influenced surety companies’ consideration to take on more risk 
in that region.

Annual surety premiums collected in Australia average around AU$75m (US$74.5m). Both con-
tract and commercial surety bonds are seen across the region with bid, performance and advance 
payment bonds being some of the most popular on the contract side. Typical commercial bonds 
used are residential or commercial deposit, development, lease performance, and probate/trans-
fer indemnity bonds. Surety rates in Australia (like everywhere else) are complicated to calculate, 
but in general both contract and commercial bonds run between 1 percent and 1.5 percent of the 
bond amount annum, along with a minimum fee requirement.

As international surety continues to evolve and increase, companies that wish to increase market 
share in other countries must become familiar with the market, customs, laws and language of 
where they plan to write surety.  To that end, choosing a surety and a broker who are familiar with 
the target region can go a long way to accessing critical intelligence about how to write surety in 
a particular location. 
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CENTRAL & SOUTH AMERICA

Public guarantees for exportation and infrastructure risks

by Kleber Zanchim | SABZ Advogados

THE PROVISIONAL EXECUTIVE Order No. 564/2012 authorised the Brazilian Federal 
Government to incorporate guarantee funds for exportation (the Exportation Guarantee Fund) 
and for large infrastructure projects (the Infrastructure Guarantee Fund). Such vehicles will run 
under private law, despite their quota-holders’ public status. Their assets will be separated from 
their quota holders’ and their management will be under the new Brazilian Company for Funds 
and Guarantees Management (ABGF), a federal government company. Their investment policy 
will be outlined by the Ministry of Finance.

The Exportation Guarantee Fund is authorised to raise up to R$14bn and the Infrastructure 
Guarantee Fund up to R$11bn from the federal government. Their capital composition is money, 
public bonds and stocks owned by the government. They will not pay dividends to their quota 
holders, and their by-laws will define the kind of deals they are allowed to join, their counter-
guarantees, their governance, their leverage limits and so on.

Both of those funds are part of the so called Bigger Brazilian Plan, a macro strategy set up to 
induce economic growth through structural measures such as reducing the basic national interest 
rate and starting a new industrial policy, comprising the seven strategic areas of: (i) innovation; (ii) 
investment; (iii) boosting production; (iv) foreign trade; (v) professional qualifications; (vi) sus-
tainable production; and (vii) competitiveness of the enterprises.

The Exportation Guarantee Fund will cover commercial risks in credit opera-
tions for foreign trade of duration longer than two years; political risk in credit op-
erations for foreign trade of any duration; and default risk in foreign trade contracts. 
The Infrastructure Guarantee Fund will, on the other hand, cover, directly or indirectly, credit 
risks, performance risks and default risks or construction risks (Infrastructure Risks) in: (i) large 
infrastructure projects from the Federal Growth Acceleration Program or other special programs 
appointed by the government; (ii) project finance for the naval industry; (iii) credit operations for 
the civil aviation sector; (iv) public-private partnerships projects; and (iv) other strategic infra-
structure investments as defined by the government.

It is important to note, however, that the Infrastructure Guarantee Fund is allowed to offer 
direct coverage only when the insurance or reinsurance companies do not take the Infrastructure 
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Risk, whether partially or totally. For indirect coverage, the fund will reinforce the insurance 
guarantees when the risk share taken by the insurance or reinsurance companies is higher than 20 
percent of the total project liability. In such situations, the Infrastructure Guarantee Fund’s fee 
will be paid by those companies according to the fund commitment with each deal.

The ABGF will be in charge of the funds’ management. After its approval by the federal author-
ities, it will begin as a 100 percent government-owned corporation. Nevertheless, the regulation 
authorises private investment in the company, and it may even go public, respecting, in any case, 
the government’s controlling shareholder position.

The Provisional Executive Order No. 564/2012 was concerned with unhealthy competition 
between the ABGF and the insurance private market. Therefore, it sets forth that the ABGF will 
refrain from providing guarantees against risks with full coverage by the insurance or reinsur-
ance companies under prices and terms compatible with the ABGF standards. The expectation 
is that the ABGF will take the most severe Infrastructure Risks until there is enough experience 
to enable the market to price them fairly. After that, with new business opportunities coming 
through, the private players will be persuaded to offer guarantees at reasonable prices in order to 
replace ABGF.

Brazil is working to become the world’s fifth largest economy. Foreign trade and infrastruc-
ture investments are two of the most important issues. Tools like the Exportation Guarantee 
Fund, Infrastructure Guarantee Fund and ABGF are very welcome in this context. There are 
some bureaucratic barriers to overcome before they are ready to go, such as converting the 
Provisional Executive Order No. 564/2012 into law and drafting consistent operational ordi-
nance. Notwithstanding this, the forecast is positive for local guarantee availability in the near 
future. 
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CENTRAL & SOUTH AMERICA

Charting your course… a matter of strategy and choice

Nelson E. Telemaco | Chartis

AS MULTINATIONAL COMPANIES in Latin America (multilatinas) grow in size and com-
plexity, they increasingly face the challenges of negotiating the complex world of multination-
al insurance. How do risk managers for multilatinas structure a multinational program that 
is effective, efficient and compliant? By being well-informed and by carefully considering the 
end-state implications of their multinational insurance options.

Chartis recently issued a briefing paper titled ‘How to Build a Multinational Program: 
Charting Your Course’. The paper begins by examining the tools of the multinational insur-
ance trade – including local policies, global policies and controlled master programs – as well 
as the challenges most commonly faced by companies in protecting their global operations. 
There is no one right way to structure a multinational program. Rather, each program should 
reflect a particular multinational’s situation and be adaptable as its needs change. The paper 
provides a framework analysis to unravel the complexities of multinational insurance that can 
be used by companies of any size seeking to insure multi-country risks.

Chartis will accommodate its clients’ preferences, whether it is a local policy in every country 
with exposure, local policies only in some countries, or a single global policy. However, in 
making those determinations, clients should be well-versed on the potential limitations they 
may encounter should they choose to forgo local policies. In particular, multinationals should 
be aware of the potential pitfalls a lack of local coverage could create in the areas of compli-
ance, claims, income tax, proof of insurance and coverage. The more significant the local ex-
posures, the greater the need for local insurance protection.

Because foreign laws generally apply to parties operating in-country, a company’s presence in 
a particular country may subject it to some or all of that country’s regulatory and tax require-
ments. Local insurance and tax regulations vary, so multinational risk managers should work 
with their legal and tax advisors to assess the applicable requirements. 

Risk managers for multilatinas should also consider the need for local claims servicing. 
Without a local policy, an insurer may be unwilling or unable to adjust or pay claims in-
country, and the multinational and its subsidiaries may have to respond to local claims them-
selves. In addition, without a local policy an insurer may similarly be precluded from making 
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claim payments in-country. Moreover, claim payments on policies consummated outside the 
country could give rise to various tax consequences for the multinational. The paper addresses 
these various complexities in detail.

In Latin America, these issues often become hot topics in senior management discussions, 
even for the largest multilatinas. Recent examples of strict reinsurance regulations in Brazil 
and Argentina have required companies to carefully consider their options in order to secure 
the proper insurance protection. This has proven especially challenging in meeting the needs 
of the booming construction and infrastructure arena in Brazil, which is heavily dependent 
upon capacity from foreign reinsurers. Multinational awareness and expertise has become crit-
ical for any multinational company operating in Latin America.

As multilatinas continue to develop more sophisticated business models and expand beyond 
the comfort of their borders, the discussion with their risk managers on structuring mul-
tinational programs similarly evolves beyond local policy requirements to a comprehensive 
strategy. It has become clear that the best multinational protection is not necessarily a ‘pre-
packaged’ solution, but a well-informed risk manager partnered with a knowledgeable and 
capable insurer and broker/advisor. 
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D&O liability in Germany – effects of the subprime/financial market crisis in jurisdiction 
and legislation

by Stefan Bank | Bock Legal

UP TO NOW, the danger of claims being made against supervisory board members was rather 
low in practice in Germany – as well as in Europe as a whole. However, the times of merely rep-
resenting the company and maintaining contact with partners are long over. If nothing else, the 
financial crisis has led to a significant intensification in jurisdiction and legislation. For example, 
claims for damages against the organs of a stock company (Aktiengesellschaft) listed at the time of 
breach of duty is now time barred after 10 years instead of the previous five. The number of cases 
and the amount of claims for damages made under liability law have changed, to the great disad-
vantage of individual supervisory board members. In addition, legal complications regarding the 
cover are increasingly arising. This is because insurance cover is already endangered even if the 
concerned supervisory board does not intentionally commit a breach of duty, but rather fails to 
make a serious effort to prevent it – for example if it fails to pursue, or pursue diligently, the signs 
of incorrect conduct on the part of the board or the presence of significant irregularities.

The consequence of this increase in the number of cases has been the trend toward special 
D&O insurance policies for supervisory boards. This is a measure to counter the risk of the policy 
limit being used up by the claims of the management organs, which usually enjoy higher prior-
ity, before supervisory boards can make a claim. For the first time, a trend can be seen from the 
claims-made principle to the breach principle in some policies. According to this principle, it is 
the alleged breach of duty that is decisive in whether a claim is insured and not the time when 
the claim is made or the damage reported. It is doubtful that this insurance model will become 
prevalent internationally.

In order to illustrate the existing potential for risk for supervisory boards, a few realistic risk 
scenarios based on the jurisdiction by the upper regional courts and the Federal Court of Justice 
in civil matters will be depicted:

For example, a supervisory board member with specialised knowledge is obligated to use this 
specialised knowledge for the benefit of the company because he or she is often elected to the su-
pervisory board on account of this knowledge. In doing so, it makes no difference that the super-
visory board member is not working in their professional field, but rather in the organisation as a 
member of the supervisory board. Thus, if the member has professionally attained special knowl-
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edge, then they are obligated to exercise an increased level of diligence – insofar as their special 
area is concerned. This applies in particular to the financial industry and therefore commercial 
banks, issuing houses, and securities trading companies. 

Furthermore, in the case of transactions that are of particular importance on account of the risks 
involved or their strategic function, each individual supervisory board member must assess the 
relevant facts and come to their own conclusion. This usually also includes one’s own risk analy-
sis. In general, more intensive monitoring is not only demanded in crisis situations, but also in the 
case of decisions outside of the usual field of business and especially important transactions. In 
doing so it is not sufficient to merely take note of the management board’s risk assessment; rather, 
the risks of these transactions are to be assessed in a separate risk analysis. Massive liability risks 
for supervisory boards have arisen within the scope of the financial crisis and the prior subprime 
crisis – for example in conjunction with derivative transactions. 

The supervision of management is indeed the primary task of the supervisory board. Thus, the 
breach of this duty would give rise to a duty to pay damages to the company. However, the super-
visory board may also be liable to third parties in the external relationship if they were damaged 
by the conduct of the company, should the supervisory board have been involved. In this case, it 
is plausible that there are scenarios in which third parties are entitled to damages that arose on 
account of a capital increase at the company.

An additional risk in de facto groups between parent company and subsidiary became clear 
during the crisis – unsecured upstream loans. The granting of a loan is indeed not a disadvanta-
geous legal transaction in and of itself, if the demand for repayment has full value at the time the 
loan is granted. However, changes to the credit risk should be investigated on an ongoing basis, 
and there should be a response to decreases in creditworthiness in the form of the demand of a 
security or additional securities. 

Thus, every supervisory board member is advised to do everything possible to avoid liability, 
make use of clear and available sources of knowledge, and document the results or obtain suf-
ficient expert advice externally. Principally, in this situation a member of the supervisory board 
should be able to accept the remaining risks based on the principles of the business judgement 
rule, which are also applicable to supervisory board members. 
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Data protection trends 2012 to 2013 – hold on to your data, it will be a wild ride

by Mark Child | Kingston Smith Consulting LLP

SINCE THE PUBLICATION of McKinsey Global Institute’s ‘Big data: The next frontier for innova-
tion, competition, and productivity’ report in May 2011, businesses have adapted and innovated to take 
advantage of the opportunities offered by large volumes of data on customers, competitors, markets and 
products. Every opportunity, however, presents risks and rewards. This article discusses the key threats 
facing global organisations across a range of sectors over the next 12 months.

Clouded decision making on cloud computing
Cloud storage offers a number of ready-made solutions for businesses storing and sharing large amounts 
of data. But the right questions, need to be asked, including “where (geographically) is our data being 
stored?” If it is not within the European Economic Area, there are implications under the applicable 
data protection legislation. For example, in the UK and Northern Ireland, the Data Protection Act 1998 
applies.

In any case, you must, by law, have proper contractual arrangements to ensure that the third party 
hosting your data is implementing appropriate security controls. For example, which other organisations 
is your cloud provider hosting data in the same cloud? Is the cloud a mixture of ‘public’ and ‘private’, for 
your organisation or for other users? From where does the provider intend its own staff should access the 
cloud for maintenance – from within Europe or outside? The security of data depends on the answers 
to these questions.

Examine any cloud contract to see what guarantee it gives for data availability. Even 99.9 percent avail-
ability means approximately nine hours of problems per year. For businesses working nights, weekends 
and public holidays, one idea may be to customise the defined peak time to avoid business interruptions. 
We predict the challenges arising from cloud computing to be a significant risk in the next 12 months.

It wasn’t me – third party responsibility for data losses 
When formulating contingency plans regarding data loss, organisations often rely on the contractual 
assurances or copies of policies provided by third parties such as data processors, outsourcers or other 
suppliers. The latest high-profile example shows that organisations are often more vulnerable through 
breaches of their third parties. In February 2012 it was announced that up to 1.5 million Visa and 
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Mastercard records were compromised because of a breach at their payment processor. But data secu-
rity breaches are rarely straightforward loopholes to be closed. At the time of writing, Visa’s continuing 
investigations have revealed the breach could have occurred as early as June 2011 – seven months before 
the announcement.

Another worry is that good IT governance is often not extended, monitored or tested throughout 
the supply chain. According the influential ‘Data Breach Report’ published by Verizon in late 2011, 67 
percent of breaches were in organisations employing between 11 and 100 people. Often the responsi-
ble person examining a third party’s controls assurance report does not possess the technical expertise to 
assess access controls protocols or IT architecture vulnerabilities. We predict the challenges arising from 
third party failures to be a significant risk in the next 12 months.

Prisoners of our own device: mobile security 
Mobile computing has commenced and is set to continue, changing the face of how many corporations 
do business. Many organisations are seeing mobility as a key pillar of their consumer strategy, as well 
as an opportunity to harness and improve business processes. These range from developing ‘apps’ on 
consumers’ smartphones to simple improvements such as using tablets to take patrons’ orders in restau-
rants.

Strategy Analytics predict the mobile media business will increase business revenues globally by 50 
percent to $150m over the next 12 months. An April 2012 report, produced jointly by the UK govern-
ment and the private sector for the Information Security Europe conference, estimates that only 39 
percent of data downloaded by staff to tablets and mobile devices is encrypted; and that 82 percent of all 
companies studied had suffered security breaches caused by staff. We predict the challenges arising from 
mobile devices to be a significant risk in the next 12 months.

Muscle from Brussels: regulatory changes 
Into 2013 and beyond, businesses handling data need to prepare for the eventual adoption by all EU 
members states of the updated EU Directive on Data Protection. This regime will give more power 
to local regulators, such as requiring mandatory notification within 24 hours of any data breach. The 
European Commission will also have the right to levy fines of up to 2 percent of global turnover on 
companies breaching EU law. Big businesses, such as Google, have indicated they won’t give up without 
a fight. Not all local regulators are excited though. Speaking at the Information Security Europe con-
ference in April 2012, the UK’s Information Commissioner stated the “last thing [the Information 
Commissioner’s Office] wants is to be deluged with breach notices”. We predict the challenges arising 
from an increased regulatory burden to be a high risk in the next 12 months. 
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Strategic risk management as a key value enabler

by Nick Pope and Hugo Sharp | Deloitte LLP

PRIOR TO THE Global Financial Crisis (GFC), global economic growth had been on a trail of 
relatively unconstrained progress for a period of time. Yet the mismatch of fast-growing demand 
and limited supply (of energy, labour, and capital) reached a tipping point in 2008. The events of 
the GFC, together with the current debt crisis (continuing to manifest itself within the eurozone), 
rather than being shock events within a new financial world, were in fact symptomatic of a wider 
realignment of the global economy. These fiscal crises, together with other events and trends of 
recent years, such as social unrest and political change, commodity volatility and high impact 
natural disasters, all support the world view that global realignment from these growing imbal-
ances is now in full flight.

Enhanced approaches to risk and return
In order to improve the reliability of financial planning and strategic delivery, CFOs are consid-
ering how to build transparency for investors and increase the resilience of the business within 
this shifting environment. Integrated approaches to finance, strategy and risk management are 
becoming essential. The modern CFO may require a more forward-looking, flexible, and analyti-
cal toolkit to support the drive for value within the organisation. Indeed many of the UK’s largest 
corporates are now seeking more enhanced capabilities to optimise risk-return.

Strategic risk management: a shifting mind-set
Strategic risk management is a set of activities undertaken by management and overseen by the board 
to support optimal strategic and financial planning, decision-making and execution, helping ensure 
financial success and long-term viability of the enterprise for shareholders, creditors and other stake-
holders. It incorporates a risk appetite definition that allows organisations to balance risk and return 
when considering strategic options. It is not a one-off or stand-alone activity but a continual process 
that supports the delivery of strategy alongside a changing context, both internally and externally. 
Strategic risk management is incremental to existing approaches around financial planning, strategy 
and ERM; and therefore alignment with core finance, strategy and risk processes is key to its success. 
Traditional risk management approaches have limited connection between risk and strategy based 
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activities, which prevents organisations from achieving an integrated perspective of upside and 
downside risk, and an historic focus on downside risk control rather than risk-return optimisa-
tion. Future strategic risk capabilities can help CFOs generate a more balanced view of risk and 
return by: (i) creating an integrated view of business risk that cuts across management structures, 
significantly improving planning and enhancing decision-making; (ii) supporting CFOs in their 
risk-return oversight role by helping build the necessary skill-set for a more strategic, value-added 
approach to risk management; and (iii) building stronger communication with the investor com-
munity and markets.

Corporates: components of best practice
As organisations shift their mind-set from traditional to strategic risk management, they will need 
to consider what enhanced capabilities may enable this shifting mind-set to become a reality. 
While the specific case for change will be dependent on the industry and organisation, some core 
capabilities within a strategic risk management framework include: (i) risk-adjusted forecasting and 
planning, involving shocking the financial forecasts with major risk drivers in an integrated and 
flexible manner to produce cash-flow-at-risk or earnings-at-risk metrics; (ii) tactical risk manage-
ment tools, which are becoming essential to companies with specific exposures, such as the ability 
to hedge commodity exposures cost-effectively (increasingly important within consumer goods, 
airlines, and manufacturing companies); and (iii) more advanced approaches including corporate 
portfolio management techniques, which can provide essential management support in addressing 
key questions around strategic options, capital allocation, and performance management.

Implementation considerations are vital when exploring how to successfully build strategic risk 
management capabilities. CFOs should consider targeting a series of core activities to help support 
the roadmap for change. Identifying which strategic risk capabilities are likely to add most value to 
the organisation and agree timeframes and future points for realisation of change is a sensible step. 
They could also consider developing a proof-of-concept for the chosen capability and rolling out 
the enhanced approach in a phased approach.

Conclusion: innovative thinking will be rewarded
The increased focus on balancing risk and return to create increased shareholder value has put 
strategic risk management firmly on the agenda by bringing together strategy, risk and finance in a 
coherent decision-making framework. Our research shows how this is clearly a C-suite issue, and 
will require CFOs to think innovatively about how they want to respond to a world of increasing 
complexity. 
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D&O liability insurance: don’t forget the investigations

by Leslie Kurshan | Marsh

BEING THE TARGET of an investigation is one of the most likely scenarios in which a director 
may want to call on his directors’ and officers’ (D&O) insurance policy. Unfortunately, the investi-
gation cover provided by D&O policies tends to receive less attention than the cover for civil and 
criminal proceedings. This creates several traps for the unwary. 

There are significant differences in the investigation cover available under different D&O policies 
and these offerings are continuing to evolve. Directors who have not examined their policies versus 
other products may not have the most appropriate cover to their exposure, even though better pro-
tection may well be available. 

More importantly, directors’ obligations under D&O policies with respect to investigations vary 
and are not always well defined, making it difficult for directors to comply. As cover under D&O 
policies is often conditioned on compliance with policy obligations, a director who does not fully un-
derstand his obligations with respect to an investigation risks forfeiting his D&O cover for it. This is 
particularly serious because investigations can be a precursor to litigation or prosecutions. A failure 
to meet policy obligations in connection with an investigation can jeopardise cover for related pro-
ceedings that arise after the investigation phase.

What cover do D&O policies offer in relation to investigations?
The core cover in D&O policies is generally configured around a ‘claim’ in the sense of a civil law 
suit, criminal prosecution, or demand seeking relief or compensation. Cover for investigations was 
first added into many D&O policies as an extension and the cover provided was generally quite 
limited. 

In most instances the investigation cover was only for the legal representation of an individual at an 
investigation into his conduct that he was required to attend. Policies did not normally cover legal 
advice in connection with investigations where the individual had not been formally identified as a 
target. Where directors were required to attend an investigation, it was not always possible to deter-
mine whether the investigation was into the individual’s conduct as opposed to that of the firm. 

Many policies lacked a clear statement that directors were entitled to cover for legal advice to 
prepare for appearances, or to prepare responses to requests for information. Furthermore, the cover 
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was often drafted with the assumption that the investigation would proceed according to the pro-
cedures used by US securities regulators, making it unclear whether procedures followed by other 
authorities triggered the D&O investigation cover. 

While the investigation cover in some D&O policies has improved, the offerings continue to vary 
amongst insurers. Several D&O insurers now offer cover to address the earlier stages of an investiga-
tion before it becomes formal. D&O insurers have struggled to provide this cover without opening 
the policies up to liability for routine compliance costs. As a result, the cover is often quite narrow 
– only applying to very specific circumstances which are not necessarily consistent with the way all 
investigating authorities operate. 

Where do the problems with claiming cover for investigations under D&O policies arise?
Because investigations – both formal and informal – are different to the types of claims that the poli-
cies were constructed around, they can sit uncomfortably with the other obligations under the policy. 
For instance, companies and directors often find it more challenging to comply with the report-
ing requirements with regard to investigations. This is particularly true because of the difficulty in 
knowing when an investigation is into an individual’s conduct as opposed to that of the firm. 

The expansion of the cover to include more informal investigations has only aggravated this issue. 
There is now potential for a routine interaction with a regulator to cross over into a D&O policy’s 
definition of an informal investigation. A director who is not very familiar with his D&O policy, 
and who is focused on the immediate compliance issues, might well miss that a notice obligation 
has arisen. Depending on the construction of the policy, the failure to comply with duties under the 
policy with regard to an investigation could not only prejudice directors’ cover for that investigation, 
but also for any related proceedings that may arise later.

What should directors do?
First, ask questions about the investigation cover under your D&O policy. It is key to understand 
what cover you have and to determine whether that cover is appropriate to your needs. 

Second, understand your obligations under the policy. For example, what do you need to disclose 
prior to renewal? What events do you have an obligation to notify to insurers? And, when do you 
need insurers’ consent? 

Third, develop relationships with key individuals at both your broker and your major D&O insur-
ers. If you need, or potentially need, to call on your D&O insurance, it may well involve conversa-
tions about very sensitive matters. You can only benefit from knowing the personalities and having a 
rapport in advance of that critical juncture. 
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Understanding the financial impact of managing security risks

by Alison Lyall | Harnser Risk Group

TO MANAGE A risk, you have to know you face it. That may seem obvious, but in the case 
of security risk, most companies do not know the aggregate level of exposure they have. This 
is a worry, especially as companies create their own security exposure by the strategies they 
select to generate shareholder value. Furthermore, a board of directors relies on their execu-
tive management team to tell them what that aggregate exposure is so they can make informed 
decisions about risk and reward.

Remember, while security risks are, in the main, deliberate attempts to damage and disrupt 
corporate activity, accidents themselves can cause security risk events – hence the inclusion of 
‘non-criminal’ threats in the ‘Performance and Risk-based Integrated Security Methodology’ 
(PRISM®) risk assessment process. This relationship is summarised well in the latest World 
Economic Forum Global Risk Report which looks at how societal, economic, environmental, 
geo-political and technological change influences the risk environment. Two of the key drivers 
for the future are economic disparity and governance failure and almost all of the conse-
quences from both are either security-specific or will increase security threats to governments, 
markets, companies, people and places. 

Managing any risk costs money and security is no different – once you know how much 
that potential spend might be. Whilst there are obvious areas of investment in physical and 
personnel security, including systems and procedures, there are also other areas engaged in 
developing, managing, implementing, monitoring, reporting and communicating a security 
strategy. All of which have a financial impact. For example, making sure there is a consistent 
communication programme with investors about how the company mitigates the security risk 
they have exposed them too. Developing CSR programmes to engage with local communities 
to reduce potential threats and provide reassurance about the threat to them from the com-
pany’s activities. Identifying the legal risks and responsibilities that a board of directors has 
to manage requires an understanding of where that risk can arise and keeping up to date with 
the implications. Last, but not least, simply growing the business profitably can often require 
strategies that increase security risks to an asset as well as the supply chain, all of which need 
to be managed and monitored. 
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How much a company chooses to spend managing its security risk varies depending on its 
risk tolerance, the extent of cost pressures in the business, the compliance environment and 
peer group comparisons. Unsurprisingly most finance directors do not want to spend more 
than they have to and, where possible, recover the cost. In some countries in the European 
Union, where assets form part of a country’s Critical National Infrastructure [CNI], for some 
sub-sectors, there are mechanisms in place that allow a company to recover the cost of invest-
ing in security programmes identified as necessary by the regulator. 

The skills and competencies required to manage security risk across the corporate value 
chain are simply those one would expect to see in any corporate toolkit: good stakeholder 
analysis and engagement; integrated planning; communication skills; process and procedural 
development; people management; budgetary and investment appraisal; a positive safety and 
security culture; and good leadership. None of these are new to management. The question is 
how well they are applied to security risk. 

On the basis that prevention is better than cure, we would recommend that a simple impact 
assessment is undertaken to identify where and how security risk affects the corporate value 
chain. By doing so, you focus on the causes that create vulnerabilities, which provides the 
starting point for those responsible to understand what they are accountable for, what it means 
and how to make an informed decision about whether the level of exposure is acceptable, 
despite the promise of potential rewards in the future. 

Over the last decade the profile of security risk has risen considerably, but the response by 
too many companies is fragmented, focusing on a limited number of threats and investing in 
some countermeasures. Until there is a joined-up, top-down approach endorsed by a board of 
directors, companies will not know what their security risk exposure is and how they need to 
manage it, let alone the cost of doing so. 
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ASIA PACIFIC

Insurance and risk management in the aviation sector

by Chetan Kashyap | JK Risk Managers & Insurance Brokers Ltd.

AS MORE BUSINESS shifts to Asia, aviation manufacturers are reorienting themselves as they 
are getting an increased number of orders from Asia. In fact, today, companies in Asia account for 
approximately 70 percent of aviation orders worldwide.

From a purely Indian perspective we are witnessing a phenomenal increase in demand of aircraft 
for both private and public use. Until a few years back, Indians flew only two scheduled operators 
– Indian Airlines for domestic travel and Air India for overseas travel – and both were owned by 
the government. Today, even though the aviation sector is bleeding because of price competition, 
the high taxation of fuel and high airport charges, there are around 12 operators managing the 
show with demand consistently outstripping supply.

The other side of the business – the non-scheduled sector – has also matured as people have 
started looking at aircraft as just another means of transport, rather than as a luxury. Most large 
corporate houses have invested in, or plan to invest in, their own machines to save time on ferry-
ing executives, machinery and equipment. The increasing size of the Indian aviation market has 
encouraged Indian insurers to seek enhancement in their own capacities so as to retain more risk 
within India and also attract incoming business from China and West Asia.

Eight players in the Indian market (four private sector insurers and four government owned in-
surers) have created capacity of around US$7.5m each for hull. Meanwhile, liability pooling and 
support from the General Insurance Corporation of India (GIC) has provided local capacity for 
up to US$100m. In fact GIC of India has now emerged as the world’s fifth largest reinsurer for 
aviation risk to back these insurance companies.

Though the figures may appear attractive, when really big numbers are involved, the Indian 
market still looks for support from markets in Europe, Singapore and West Asia, especially for li-
ability limits which easily tend to exceed US$100m for operations to European and Middle East 
countries.

While the market is increasing, underwriting is still weak. Within local capacity, price is king 
and there is a dearth of knowledgeable risk managers and brokers who can properly guide and 
place policies. An example is the virtual goodbye given by operators and owners to liabilities, 
which may come in addition to hull and liability losses such as expenses incurred on search and 
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rescue. Supplementary expenses like removal, security of wreckage, investigation expenses for 
calling out engineers and experts, or sending damaged equipment abroad, can all be covered 
under the standard aviation policy.

In fact another surprising exclusion in hull policies of many large corporate houses is the exclu-
sion of the directors, officers and employees of the insured while in the course of duty. This is a 
contradiction as most companies actually buy these jets to ferry their own executives, but their 
insurance managers focus only on price and completely forget to look out for this exclusion in the 
policy. These exclusions occur for two simple reasons: (i) a lack of experienced brokers and avia-
tion insurance specialists and risk managers; and (ii) pricing being the only factor for the place-
ment of the policies by many big clients. In a recent claim, we found that the client deviated from 
a standard coverage in the policy to save a few hundred dollars of premium, resulting in a liability 
of US$200,000 in the form of a claim for the same coverage.

The claim process in the Indian aviation industry is also very tedious and slow in comparison to 
that of underwriters in the West. This is because most of the aviation business in India is control-
led by public sector undertaking insurance companies which have significant technical knowhow 
of the higher levels, but a complete lack of knowledge at the local branch network level, which 
actually issues policies and processes claims. In short, the Indian aviation insurance market signifi-
cantly lags behind the developments of the aviation industry as a whole. 
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Supply chain risks – what you don’t know will hurt you

by Dean Carrigan and Gareth Horne | Allens

POTENTIAL FOR BUSINESS interruption (BI) losses can arise from risks and events which 
occur far beyond the factory door. Loss may be caused by interruption to supply chains as a result 
of events that do not cause any physical damage to the assets owned or used by a business to gen-
erate goods and supply services.

These so-called ‘non-physical damage BI’ risks are not new although the scope and poten-
tial impact of those risks has expanded and new risks have emerged in the past 25 years – for 
example, the threat of cyber-attacks and the increasing reliance of businesses on IT infrastructure. 
Globalisation and factors such as the growth of ‘offshore manufacturing’ and increased reliance 
on air cargo supply chains have raised the stakes for organisations with non-physical damage BI 
exposure resulting from integrated global supply chains.

Recently, air traffic disruption caused by the ash clouds resulting from the eruption of the 
Eyjafjallajökull volcano in Iceland and the Puyehue volcano in Chile highlighted our increasing 
reliance on air transport and cargo. At the time, the British Chambers of Commerce estimated 
that flight disruptions were costing the UK economy approximately £100m each day. While avia-
tion was the hardest and most directly hit sector, the losses were felt across a very broad spectrum 
of the economy, and particularly by businesses with a ‘just in time’ production strategy in place 
where inventory is delivered only shortly before use.

BI cover has traditionally been provided in conjunction with first-party commercial property 
damage cover. That is reflected in standard form insurance wordings developed by organisations 
such as the Association of British Insurers in the UK and the Insurance Services Office in the 
US. The BI cover under those standard wordings is, subject to certain exceptions, only triggered 
where there is first-party property damage which is covered under the policy. This approach to BI 
cover has persisted for almost a century, and has its genesis in a very different geopolitical, tech-
nological and economic environment. While extensions of cover have been developed over time, 
for example for loss arising from damage to suppliers’ or customers’ premises, they are frequently 
overlooked by insureds or not specifically offered to them. 

The ‘Y2K bug’ was a seminal factor in the development of contingent business interruption 
(CBI) cover. In response to the threat, the insurance industry widely offered CBI products – in 
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that case to protect businesses from loss of profits and expenses arising directly from the feared 
impact of the bug on third parties such as suppliers. This was one of the first examples of a product 
being mass-marketed as a response to a specific CBI risk, albeit in relation to a very narrow and 
specific trigger risk which never actually occurred.

Following the volcanic ash incidents a number of insurers developed aviation-specific policies 
aimed at providing CBI cover for airlines where there was a non-physical damage event, such as 
flight disruptions caused by ash cloud. Due to the potential size of that exposure, those policies 
were offered on the basis of a significant time deductible. Nonetheless, it reflects a general trend 
of increasing demand for CBI cover among risk managers and a corresponding increase in CBI 
products.

There were a number of significant catastrophes in the Asia-Pacific region in 2011 which further 
focused attention on CBI losses including the Queensland and Thailand floods, Christchurch 
earthquakes, and most notably, the Tōhoku earthquake and tsunami. In those cases customers and 
suppliers who were geographically remote from the actual location of the damage nevertheless 
sustained a significant impact on their business because of the interruption to their supplier/cus-
tomer businesses in those locations. Many large European and US-based insureds had significant 
levels of CBI cover which responded to those events, and that has had some impact on the major 
reinsurers. On the flipside, the recent catastrophes have left many businesses with supply chain 
exposures that are uninsured or underinsured for CBI losses for reasons including affordability 
and availability of cover, and failing to properly evaluate the risk. This has however given a wake-
up call to risk managers who were not previously focused on the implications of their non-physi-
cal damage exposures.

As demand for CBI cover grows, so insurance markets have started to respond with innova-
tive products. The responses have, for example, included the extension of supply chain cover 
to circumstances where there is no physical damage – well beyond the scope of cover under 
the standard form BI wordings. That innovation must continue as risk managers confront new 
CBI challenges including the impact of cloud computing and an increasingly connected global 
economy. The recent catastrophes in the Asia-Pacific region and the ash cloud events in Europe 
and South America highlight that what you don’t know really can hurt you, particularly for busi-
nesses that have underinsured exposures or are uninsured for their non-physical damage CBI 
exposures. 
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MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA

Thinking about reputation risk for a change

by Michael Ridgeway | Dubai Financial Services Authority

REPUTATIONS ARE NOT necessarily decided in courtrooms that assure procedural fairness. 
Rather, a reputation is typically established, for good or for ill, in the court of public opinion where 
the trivial may be sensationalised. Allegations make headlines; retractions, if any, are buried later in 
small print in the middle of a sea of unrelated text. 

Prevention of reputation damage
There is a truism that “the business of business is to make profits”. However, tunnel vision that is 
focused only on profits might not see a train full of negative press barrelling in from the periphery. 

Profits are not going to buy a good reputation, but a good reputation can contribute to good 
profits. People want to do business with, and invest in, people and entities that have values and fi-
nancial value. People want to deal with others who are perceived as ethical, honest and fair.   

Organisational values must be set at the top, and they must be clear, consistent and embraced. 
Senior management cannot be seen expressing the attitude that they are exempt from the rules 
that are applicable to their subordinates. Such hypocrisy breeds dissent, and there is nothing more 
harmful to an organisation than an employee with resentment.

The organisation and its leaders must believe in values that engender quality, integrity and respect. 
They must commit to and reinforce those values, they must indoctrinate their employees in those 
values, and they must be seen to carry out business in a way that is consistent with their message.  

A good reputation is not a mere façade. It is the foundation upon which credibility, trust, and ulti-
mately, profits are built over the long-term.   

Planning for potential reputation damage
The probability of a reputation-damaging event is difficult to predict. Such events are not natural 
phenomena that occur with a regularity that can be accurately calculated for a large pool of risks. 

The financial damage caused by public airing of dirty laundry can be difficult to quantify. Revenue, 
profits and stock prices may vary because of any number of reasons, and it may be an oversimplifi-
cation to either blame a downturn on a reputation-affecting event or to minimise the effect of such 
an event and look for other causes. 
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Because of those difficulties, and because it is probably human nature to not consider the possi-
bility of being accused of being unethical or dishonest, it is unusual for management to plan for an 
attack on its honour. Even organisations that have emergency response plans to deal with weather 
catastrophes, travel plans that prohibit certain senior management from travelling together, or suc-
cession plans to deal with the untimely incapacity or death of a key man, often flounder about when 
faced with a crisis of appearance.  

Responding to reputation damage 
It is difficult to plan for a one-size-fits-all response, but organisations should have a process in place. 
The process should contemplate who will participate in investigating allegations, dealing with inter-
nal personnel matters, and discussing the message to be conveyed to the public. As the crisis begins, 
effort put into strategic thought will often be more effective than a spontaneous public statement.   

Lawyers are trained to be advocates in an adversarial setting. However, lawyers do not always 
make the best spin doctors, because their tendency is to go on the attack. Litigation is the classic 
example of the ‘push-push back’ principle: if one person pushes against another, the instinctive 
natural reaction is to push back. We see it in playground skirmishes, sporting matches, political 
races, and attorneys’ responses to threats made toward their clients. 

When people start pushing each other, physically or figuratively, it draws a crowd. The press loves 
nothing more than a fight, and they will look for a way to spin a story to make it even more contro-
versial and appealing to the public at large. 

Therefore, it is important to decide, thoughtfully and strategically, whether to put a two-fisted 
brawler out front as the company spokesperson or to opt for a softer-spoken person who calmly 
makes a reassuring statement. This is not a simple decision, as there are circumstances in which 
one or the other will be more appropriate. However, the consequences of a wrong decision can be 
devastating – a soft approach might be seen as an implicit admission against interest, while a hard 
approach might end up illustrating the principle “if you wrestle in the mud, you are going to get 
dirty.”

Conclusion
A good reputation often takes years to build and can be damaged in an instant by mere allegations, 
whether true or not. Companies should guard their good name vigilantly with a culture of integrity 
and respect, but they should also plan for the possibility that they could come under attack. An ef-
fective response to a reputational crisis is not a matter of luck; it is a product of planning and situ-
ational strategy. 
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Address: 

Other offices:

Areas of specialisation:

Firm biography:

Website:

Key contact:

Other contacts

Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place, 126 Phillip Street, Sydney, Australia  NSW  
2000

Melbourne, Australia; Brisbane, Australia; Perth, Australia; Hong Kong, 
China; Singapore; Beijing, China; Shanghai, China; Jakarta, Indonesia; Ho 
Chi Minh City, Vietnam; Hanoi, Vietnam

Insurance & Reinsurance; Insolvency & Restructuring; Litigation & 
Dispute Resolution; Banking & Finance; Mergers & Acquisitions; Energy & 
Resources; Infrastructure; Workplace Relations; Intellectual Property;
Arbitration

Allens is an international law firm. It provides a full range of commercial 
legal services to leading corporations and government organisations in the 
Asia-Pacific region. The firm offers one of the most comprehensive legal 
networks, supported by its newly formed Allens and Linklaters integrated 
alliance that sees both firms working together closely for the benefit of 
clients around the world. Together with Linklaters, Allens offers clients
access to an extensive network in 26 countries.

allens.com.au

Dean Carrigan, Partner, Sydney, Australia
+61 2 9230 4869, dean.carrigan@allens.com.au

John Edmond, Louise Jenkins, Jamie Wells, Jenny Thornton, Simon 
McConnell

Allens
law firm
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Address: 

Other offices:

Areas of specialisation:

Firm biography:

Website:

Key contact:

Other contacts:

2001 McGill College Avenue, Suite 2200, Montreal, Quebec, H3A 1G1, 
Canada

Halifax, Canada; Quebec City, Canada; Ottawa, Canada; Toronto, Canada;
Winnipeg, Canada; Calgary, Canada; Vancouver, Canada; Kelowna, Canada

Directors & Officers; Financial Institutions; Mining; Film & Media; Sports 
& Leisure; International Risks; Credit Insurance; Manufacturing; Risk 
Control; Construction

BFL Canada is the largest employee-owned and operated commercial 
insurance broker and consulting service firm in Canada. With offices in nine  
cities across the country and over 400 employees, BFL caters to the needs of 
clients from all industry segments by offering a complete range of commercial
insurance products and services, risk management and risk control services, 
and employee benefits consulting services to businesses, professionals,  
manufacturers and local governments.

www.bflcanada.ca

Lyne Benoît, Vice President, D&O Practice Leader, Eastern Region, 
Montreal, Canada
+1 (514) 905 4398, l.benoit@bflcanada.ca

Jacques Dufresne, Montreal
John Wright, Vancouver
Penny Dyte, Calgary

BFL CANADA Risk and Insurance Inc.
insurance brokerage
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Address: 

Areas of specialisation:

Firm biography:

Website:

Key contact:

Other contacts:

Reuterweg 51-53, 60323 Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Professional Liability & Insurance Law; Intellectual Property

Bock legal focuses on two specific fields: professional liability and insurance 
law as well as intellectual property. In these areas, the lawyers of our firm 
have long been deemed as experienced specialists throughout Germany and 
Europe, and have met the approval of the specialised press . Law Firms in
Germany 2011 praised the firm as “very established in the field of liability 
and insurance law”. We serve well-known insurance companies and their 
clients on liability and insurance issues.

www.bock-legal.de

Stefan Bank, Practice Group Leader Professional Liability and Insurance 
Law, Frankfurt am Main, Germany
+49 (0)69 450 9020 – 31, bank@bock-legal.de

Dr Andreas Bock, bock@bock-legal.de
Dr Dirk Schmitz, schmitz@bock-legal.de

Bock legal Partnerschaft von Rechtsanwälten
law firm



Hoi An market  
Vietnam – Where Chartis insurers 
have done  business since 2005 

Foreign markets
DEMYSTIFIED. In today’s world, 

business 
has no borders.

Whether you are exploring new markets 

or expanding your presence in existing ones, 

you need a global insurance partner that 

knows local markets inside and out. With over 

300 offices around the world, Chartis’ global 

reach extends to virtually everywhere its clients 

do business. To learn more, download our free 

briefing paper, How to Build a Multinational Program

at www.chartisinsurance.com/multinational

All products are written by insurance company subsidiaries or affiliates of Chartis Inc. Coverage may not be available in all jurisdictions

and is subject to actual policy language. For additional information, please visit our website at www.chartisinsurance.com.

http://www.chartisinsurance.com/_295_261451.html
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Address: 

Other offices:

Areas of specialisation:

Firm biography:

Website:

Key contact:

Other contacts:

Chartis Latin America Region, 701 Brickell Avenue, Suite 2300
Miami, FL 33131

Mexico City, Mexico; Sao Paolo, Brazil; Buenos Aires, Arg;entina; Bogota, 
Colombia; Santiago, Chile; Caracas, Venezuela; San Juan, Puerto Rico;
Quito, Ecuador; San Salvador, El Salvador; Guatemala, Guatemala

Traditional Commercial Property & Casualty; Specialty Lines;
Financial Lines; Multinational Insurance; Consumer Lines

Chartis is a world leading property-casualty and general insurance 
organisation serving more than 70 million clients around the world. 
With one of the industry’s most extensive ranges of products and services, 
deep claims expertise and excellent financial strength, Chartis enables its 
commercial and personal insurance clients alike to manage virtually any risk 
with confidence.

www.chartisinsurance.com

Nelson E. Telemaco, Vice President, Client Management Group, Miami, 
United States
+1 (786) 777 7477, nelson.telemaco@chartisinsurance.com

Mark DeMartine, President, Global Markets
Sonja Ochsenkuhn, VP, Head of Multinational Risk Practice
Josefina Garza-Zavaleta, VP, Marketing Communications

Chartis
insurance company
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Address: 

Other offices:

Areas of specialisation:

Firm biography:

Website:

Key contact:

Other contacts:

2 New Street Square, London, EC4A 3BZ, United Kingdom

Birmingham, United Kingdom; Bristol, United Kingdom; Reading, 
United Kingdom; Manchester, United Kingdom; Leeds, United Kingdom; 
Newcastle, United Kingdom; Glasgow, United Kingdom; Edinburgh, 
United Kingdom

Audit; Tax; Consulting; Corporate Finance; Risk Management

‘Deloitte’ is the brand under which tens of thousands of dedicated 
professionals in independent firms throughout the world collaborate to 
provide audit, consulting, financial advisory, risk management, and tax 
services to selected clients.

www.deloitte.co.uk

Hugo Sharp, Director, ERS, London, United Kingdom
+44 207 303 4897, hsharp@deloitte.co.uk

Nick Pope

Deloitte LLP
accounting firm
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Address: 

Areas of specialisation:

Firm biography:

Website:

Key contact:

Other contacts:

Dubai Financial Services Authority, Level 13, The Gate, 
PO Box 75850, Dubai, UAE

Financial Services Regulation

The DFSA is the independent regulator of financial and ancillary services 
conducted in or from the Dubai International Financial Centre (DIFC), a 
purpose-built financial free-zone in Dubai. The DFSA’s regulatory mandate 
covers asset management, banking and credit services, securities, collective 
investment funds, custody and trust services, commodities futures trading, 
Islamic finance, insurance, an international equities exchange, and an 
international commodities derivatives exchange.

www.dfsa.ae

Ms Angharad Irving-Jones, Head of Corporate Communications, Dubai, 
United Arab Emirates
+971 509002257, airvingjones@dfsa.ae

Ms Kaja Mohaisen

Dubai Financial Services Authority (DFSA)
government / financial services regulator
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Address: 

Other offices:

Areas of specialisation:

Firm biography:

Website:

Key contact:

Other contacts:

69-75 Thorpe Road, Norwich, Norfolk, NR1 1UA, United Kingdom

Muscat, Oman

Protection of Critical National Infrastructure; Energy & Transport sectors;
Security Risk & Resilience Management

Harnser Group is an international specialist in the protection of vital 
national infrastructure working for governments and private corporations in 
Europe and the Middle East. Its head office is in the UK with a joint venture 
company called Economic Security Consultants Gulf LLC based in Oman. 
The group is the author and owner of PRISM (TM), a performance and 
risk-based integrated security methodology suitable for energy infrastructure 
owners and operators anywhere in the world.

www.harnsergroup.com

Alison Lyall, Director, Norwich, United Kingdom
+44 1603 230534, alyall@harnsergroup.com

sgregory@harnsergroup.com, clayb@escgulf.com, kfox@harnsergroup.com

Harnser Group 
consultants
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Address: 

Other offices:

Areas of specialisation:

Firm biography:

Website:

Key contact:

Other contacts:

4th floor, Link House, 3 Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg, New Delhi, Delhi Ut, 
India, Pin-110 002

Noida, India; Kolkatta, India; Mumbai, India; Ahmedabad, India; Bengaluru, 
India

Property Insurance; Liability Insurance; Energy Insurance; Aviation 
Insurance; Weather Derivative for Crops; Medical Insurance

J K Risk Managers was established in 2003 and is licensed to work as a 
Direct Insurance Broker in India. It is a part of the 127 year old, $2.5bn J K 
Group present in Cement, Paper, Tyre, GM Seeds and Sugar. The firm has 
a well established practice with trained manpower for servicing in multiple 
locations across India. It has substantial expertise in its preferred segments 
with revenues of over $1m, and premiums of $15m.

www.jkbima.com

Anuraag Kaul, New Delhi, India
+91 981 8553 910, anuraag@jkmail.com

Anil Midha, Orindam Sen, Vikas Sinha, Shivani Kohli, Chetan Kashyap

J K  Risk Managers & Insurance Brokers Limited
insurance broker
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Address: 

Other offices:

Areas of specialisation:

Firm biography:

Website:

Key contact:

Other contacts:

Devonshire House, 60 Goswell Road, London, EC1M 7AD,  United Kingdom

Hayes, United Kingdom; Redhill, United Kingdom; Romford, United 
Kingdom; St Albans, United Kingdom; London, United Kingdom

Internal Audit; Information Security & Data Protection Advisory; Third 
Party / Supply Chain Management; Due Diligence; Payment Card Industry 
Data Security Standard; Legal & Regulatory Compliance; Controls 
Assurance; Risk Management; Business Continuity Advisory; Outsourcing & 
Supplier Selection

Kingston Smith was formed in 1923 and has grown to its current position 
through organic growth and mergers. Kingston Smith is a member of KS 
International, an association of independent firms in over 50 countries 
around the world. The client base is a mixture of private sector, public sector 
and not for profit organisations. Kingston Smith Consulting was formed in 
early 2009 as the specialist risk, assurance and governance consulting practice 
of Kingston Smith.

www.kscllp.co.uk/ksconsulting

Mark Child, Partner, Technology Risk Management, London, United Kingdom
+44 (020) 7566 3731, mchild@kscllp.co.uk

Nick Alford, Partner
Sarah Hunt, Partnership Administrator

Kingston Smith Consulting LLP
consultants
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Address: 

Other offices:

Areas of specialisation:

Firm biography:

Website:

Key contact:

Other contacts:

Tower Place, London, EC3R 5BU, United Kingdom

Manchester, United Kingdom; Edinburgh, United Kingdom; Dublin, 
Ireland; New York, United States; Paris, France; Madrid, Spain; Toronto, 
Canada; Rio de Janerio, Brazil; Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Sydney, 
Australia

Insurance Broking; Risk Management Consultancy

Marsh, a global leader in insurance broking and risk management, teams 
with its clients to define, design, and deliver innovative industry-specific 
solutions that help them protect their future and thrive. It has approximately 
26,000 colleagues who collaborate to provide advice and transactional 
capabilities to clients in over 100 countries.

www.marsh.co.uk

Leslie Kurshan, Senior Vice President, London, United Kingdom
+44 (020) 7357 1000, leslie.kurshan@marsh.com

Matthew Rolph

Marsh
consultants
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Address: 

Other offices:

Areas of specialisation:

Firm biography:

Website:

Key contact:

Other contacts:

Four Gateway Center, 100 Mulberry Street, Newark, New Jersey 07102, 
United States

Boston, United States; Hartford, United States; Stamford, United States;
New York, United States; Philadelphia, United States; Wilmington, United 
States

Insurance Coverage; Insurance Recovery

Clients come first at McCarter & English. Their goals and priorities are 
what count. Our job is to listen to our clients, stay on top of the frequent 
changes that can affect their goals, and implement the strategies that will 
lead to success. Applying this approach effectively and consistently requires 
dedication and constant attention to many details. This client-centered
philosophy has served our clients well and is responsible for our success and 
stability.

www.mccarter.com

Sherilyn Pastor, Partner and Practice Group Leader, Newark, United States
+1 (973) 639 2070, spastor@mccarter.com

Nicholas M. Insua

McCarter & English, LLP
law firm
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Address: 

Other offices:

Areas of specialisation:

Firm biography:

Website:

Key contact:

Other contacts:

One Financial Center, Boston, MA 02111, United States

New York, United States; London, United Kingdom; San Francisco, United 
States; San Diego, United States; Washington, D.C., United States;
Stamford, United States

Risk Management & Executive Protection; Private Equity; Insurance & 
Reinsurance; Litigation; Corporate Compliance & Investigations;
Corporate & Securities; Health Care; Real Estate; Intellectual Property;
White Collar Defence

Mintz Levin is a 500-lawyer full-service law firm with offices throughout the 
United States and in London. The firm counsels international and US-based 
clients on the range of governance and liability issues faced by businesses and 
their executive management, and also represents such clients in litigation.

www.mintz.com

Victor F. Mustelier, Member, New York, United States
+1 (212) 692 6227, vfmustelier@mintz.com

Heidi Lawson, Member
Nancy Adams, Member
Kim Marrkand, Member

Mintz, Levin, Cohn, Ferris, Glovsky and Popeo, P.C.
law firm
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Address: 

Other offices:

Firm biography:

Key contact:

Other contacts:

455 S Gulph Rd # 400  King of Prussia, PA 19406, United States

Toronto, Canada

Rosenberg & Parker is a family owned company that was founded in 1946 
and since then has become a stalwart in the surety industry. Unlike most 
insurance brokers, for which surety is merely a sideline, 100 percent of our 
focus is on surety. Through our dedication to building strong relationships, 
finding creative solutions, and advancing industry technology, we have
surpassed even the largest brokers in knowledge & service and have 
redefined what it means to be the best.

Matthew J. Rosenberg, Principal, King of Prussia, United States
+1 610 668 9100 (ext.104), Harry C. Rosenberg

Chad Rosenberg, David A. Johnson, Sheila E. Thompson

Rosenberg & Parker
insurance broker
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Other offices:

Areas of specialisation:

Firm biography:

Website:

Key contact:

Other contacts:

Rua Líbero Badará, 152, 20° andar, São Paulo – SP – Brazil, CEP 01008-000

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Tax; Real Estate; Infrastucture; Corporate; Insurance; Banking

SABZ Advogados has a tradition of ethics and transparency. These values 
are added to two essential features of the firm: high work capability and 
competitiveness, based on a low cost structure.

www.sabz.com.br

Kleber Luiz Zanchim, Partner, São Paulo, Brazil
+55 11 3111 2233, kleber@sabz.com.br

Pedro Guilherme Gonçalves de Souza, Paulo Doron Rehder de Araujo, 
Renato Barichello Butzer

SABZ Advogados
law firm
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ALLENS 
law firm
DEAN CARRIGAN
Partner
Sydney, Australia
Dean.Carrigan@allens.com.au
+612 9230 4869

ALLENS 
law firm
GARETH HORNE
Senior Associate
Sydney, Australia
Gareth.Horne@allens.com.au
+612 9230 5036

BFL CANADA RISK AND INSURANCE INC.
insurance brokerage
LYNE BENOÎT
Vice-President
Montreal, Canada
lbenoit@bflcanada.ca
+ 1 (514) 905 4398 

BFL CANADA RISK AND INSURANCE INC.
insurance brokerage
EDDIE FUNG
Vice President
Montreal, Canada
efung@bflcanada.ca
+1 403 451 4142

BOCK LEGAL
law firm
STEFAN BANK
Partner
Frankfurt, Germany
bank@bock-legal.de
+49 (0)69 45 09 02 (31)

CHARTIS
insurance company
NELSON E. TELEMACO
Vice President, Client Management Group
Miami, United States 
nelson.telemaco@chartisinsurance.com
+1 (786) 777 7477

DELOITTE LLP
accounting firm
NICK POPE
Director
London, United Kingdom

DELOITTE LLP
accounting firm
HUGO SHARP
Director, Enterprise Risk Services 
London, United Kingdom
hsharp@deloitte.co.uk 
+44 (0)20 7303 4897

DUBAI FINANCIAL SERVICES AUTHORITY
regulator
MICHAEL RIDGEWAY
General Counsel
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
+971 (0)4 362 1500

HARNSER GROUP
consultants
ALISON LYALL
Director
Norwich, United Kingdom
alyall@harnsergroup.com
+44 1603 230534
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JK RISK MANAGERS & INSURANCE BROKERS 
LIMITED
insurance broker
CHETAN KASHYAP
Asst Director, Aviation
chetankashyap@jkmail.com
+91 9717691148

KINGSTON SMITH CONSULTING LLP
consultants
MARK CHILD
Partner
London, United Kingdom
+44 (0)20 7566 3731
mchild@kscllp.co.uk

MARSH
consultants
LESLIE KURSHAN
Senior Vice President
London, United Kingdom
leslie.kurshan@marsh.com
+44 (0)20 7357 1000

MCCARTER & ENGLISH
law firm
SHERILYN PASTOR
Partner
Newark, United States
+1 973 639 2070
spastor@mccarter.com

MCCARTER & ENGLISH
law firm
NICHOLAS M. INSUA
Partner
Newark, United States
ninsua@mccarter.com
+1 973 639 6988

MINTZ, LEVIN, COHN, FERRIS, GLOVSKY 
AND POPEO, P.C.
law firm
VICTOR F. MUSTELIER
Member
New York, United States
vfmustelier@mintz.com
+1 (212) 692 6227

ROSENBERG & PARKER
insurance broker
MATTHEW J. ROSENBERG
Principal
King of Prussia, United States
matt.rosenberg@suretybond.com
+1 610 668 9100 (ext.104)

SABZ ADVOGADOS
law firm
KLEBER LUIZ ZANCHIM
Partner
São Paulo, Brazil
kleber@sabz.com.br
+55 11 3111 2233
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ABOUT FINANCIER WORLDWIDE’S
GLOBAL REFERENCE GUIDES
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